
NICHOLSON CATHOLIC COLLEGE UNIFORM POLICY 
 

Any uniform is intended to develop a sense of pride and community through respect for its proper 
wearing.  In choosing to attend Nicholson Catholic College, students and parents agree to support the 
importance of being in full and proper uniform in order to gain admittance to class.  This shows 
respect for and commitment to our school community. In fact, students are expected to remove all 
hats, non-uniform sweaters and outerwear upon arrival at school so that while in the building, 
students are proudly wearing the Nicholson uniform. 

 

All uniform items, with the exception of tights, socks and shoes, are to be purchased from McCarthy.  For your 
convenience we have a uniform shop right in Nicholson on Mondays and Wednesdays from 9am-2pm and extra 
hours during the spring and summer by appointment at www.mccarthyuniforms.ca 

LOWER BODY 

Required Uniform: 

McCarthy’s NCC plaid kilt, not rolled, 

hemmed no more than mid-thigh and worn 

with footed opaque solid-colour  tights in 

black, navy, green or grey  

or 

McCarthy’s grey flannel pants hemmed to 

the ankle, worn with solid-colour white, 

black, green, navy or grey socks.  

(McCarthy’s navy girls’ pant is also 

accepted until June 2021 but no longer 

being sold) 

or 

Until flip-day in November and after flip-

day in April, McCarthy’s navy shorts rolled 

or hemmed no shorter than mid-thigh 

worn with solid colour white, navy, black, 

green or grey socks  

 

 

 

 

UPPER BODY 

Required Uniform: 

McCarthy’s NCC-embroidered golf shirt, either short or long-

sleeved in navy or short-sleeved in white 

or 

McCarthy’s NCC-embroidered dress shirt, tucked and buttoned 

with the NCC dress tie (these items risk being removed from sale 

due to lack of interest but are still accepted) 

or 

McCarthy’s NCC-embroidered turtleneck (discontinued but still 

accepted) 

or 

McCarthy’s NCC-embroidered princess-cut blouse (discontinued 

but still accepted) 

or 

McCarthy’s NCC-crested ¼-zip green sweatshirt with golf shirt or 

visible plain white crew-neck t-shirt underneath 

Optional Uniform Pieces: 

McCarthy’s NCC-crested navy acrylic cardigan 

or 

McCarthy’s NCC-crested navy full-zip fleece sweater (used green 

full-zip fleece sweater still accepted but not currently being sold) 

or 

McCarthy’s NCC-crested navy acrylic vest (discontinued but still 

accepted) 

or 

Fully plain white t-shirts may be worn under the required upper 

body uniform choices, as long as they are not visible below the 

hem or sleeve of the uniform item  

 

FOOTWEAR 

Required: 

Socks/footed opaque tights as 

prescribed in the “Lower body 

required uniform”  

and 

Any fully black shoe in any style 

which is kept in good condition 

Note:  

For our purposes, a shoe must have 

a sole and fit below the ankle. 

Wide visible sole-trims and any 

markings, stripes, logos must also 

be black and blend into the fully 

black shoe. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mccarthyuniforms.ca/

